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Introduction: Tendon disorders such as tendinosis, the degradation of collagen in
tendon, or tendonitis, inflammation of tendon tissue, contribute to 30% of
musculoskeletal complaints. To address the limitations of currently available
treatments for tendon repair, an injectable polyethylene glycol (PEG)-
fibrinogen hydrogel encompassing nitric oxide (NO) releasing µ-particles was
generated. The release of nitric oxide, a therapeutic molecule that modulates
many wound healing processes, from the hydrogel can be modified with thermal
and mechanical stimulus. To achieve remote control over NO release from
hydrogels after deployment, focused ultrasound (FUS) was explored as it
provides highly controlled thermal and mechanical stimulus non-invasively.

Methods: In this work, the ability of FUS to remotely elicit on-demand NO
generation from acoustically active composite hydrogels via thermal and/or
mechanical stimulus was explored. Specifically, the temperature and time-
dependent release of NO was simulated and characterized when applying FUS
to composite hydrogels.

Results: Results from acoustic simulations as well as thermocouple heating
studies indicated that high spatial and temporal control over hydrogel warming
could be achieved non-invasively with a 3.5 MHz FUS transducer. FUS was also
able to remotely control NO release from hydrogels with various thermal
magnitudes and durations. Additionally, no apparent changes in the
mechanical properties of hydrogels were observed with FUS treatment.

Discussion: Utilizing FUS thermal and mechanical stimulus provides a potential
method of remotely controlling NO release from hydrogels at a wound site to aid
in tendon repair.
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1 Introduction

Tendon injuries are typically the result of excessive tissue
overloading, which can affect normal tendon architecture
through the uncontrolled degradation and/or synthesis of the
extracellular matrix (ECM). Currently, acute and chronic tendon
injuries are treated with moderately effective reconstructive
surgeries and corticosteroid injections (Nourissat et al., 2015). As
an alternative or complementary approach to accelerating repair in
tendon tissue, an injectable, adhesive polyethylene glycol (PEG)-
fibrinogen based hydrogel containing S-Nitroso-N-acetyl
penicillamine (SNAP)-fibrin µ-particles was previously developed
(Joseph et al., 2019). With the inclusion of SNAP, a nitric oxide
donor, in µ-particles, the composite hydrogel had the capacity to
release controlled amounts of nitric oxide (NO) in response to
thermal and mechanical stimulation (VanWagner et al., 2013;
Joseph et al., 2019).

NO is a reactive nitrogen species that acts as an antimicrobial
signaling molecule and is involved in multiple wound healing cascades
and immunoregulation (Bogdan et al., 2000; Garcia-Ortiz and Serrador,
2018). Additionally, endogenous NO has been shown to modulate the
production of various cytokines, chemokines, and growth factors that
aid in tissue regeneration (Bogdan, 2001; Guzik et al., 2003). The
antimicrobial properties of NO are a result of the reaction between NO
and superoxide which leads to the formation of peroxynitrite, a highly
oxidative species that damages bacterial proteins (Kim et al., 2015). NO
also plays a role in maintaining the dynamic equilibrium of protein
deposition and degradation that occurs during ECM homeostasis via
the transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation of matrix
degrading proteases, specifically matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs)
(Chakrabarti and Patel, 2005). The modulation of ECM turnover
enables the prevention of excessive degradation and/or deposition of
matrix which can lead to the formation of mechanically weakened and/
or stiff fibrotic-like matrix. Controlling the balance in ECMdegradation
and deposition could help accelerate wound healing processes since
changes in the physical properties of the ECM can influence cell
decisions and fate through biomechanical signaling (Watt and
Hogan, 2000; Vogel and Sheetz, 2006; Halder et al., 2012;
Trappmann et al., 2012). Previous work has shown that the
thermally controlled release of NO from our SNAP-fibrin µ-particles
can both activate and inhibit MMP activation in a time and dose-
dependent manner (data not yet published).

Despite the many beneficial effects of NO, its presentation at an
injury site in excessive amounts can be detrimental to the local
wound healing environment via oxidative damage and chronic
inflammation (Dunnill et al., 2017; de Vries et al., 2020). This
necessitated the development of a system for the remote-
controlled delivery of exogenous NO from the injectable
composite hydrogels. Focused ultrasound (FUS) has gained
increased recognition for clinical applications in tissue heating,
tumor ablation, and drug-delivery as it is a non-invasive therapy
that provides highly precise spatial and temporal control during
treatment (Zhou, 2011; ter Haar, 2015). Specifically, the
employment of thermal and/or mechanical stimuli from FUS
have been used in targeted drug delivery in combination with
artificial agents such as gas-filled microbubbles, fluid-filled
nanoparticles, and gas-stabilizing solid nanocups (Burgess et al.,
2018; Khirallah et al., 2019; Rehman et al., 2019; Yildirim et al., 2019;

Lapin et al., 2020). In addition, acoustically active scaffolds have
been designed to generate on-demand controlled release of
therapeutics (Moncion et al., 2016). The utilization of FUS in the
delivery of drugs has many advantages including the ability of FUS
waves to induce convection of the delivered therapeutic molecule at
the targeted area, cause the perturbation or degradation of the
therapeutic carrier to increase the release of the desired drug, and
potentially increase both tissue and cell permeability and diffusivity
to augment the effectiveness of therapeutics (Pitt et al., 2004). Since
FUS provides a non-invasive method to controllably apply thermal
and mechanical stimuli used to remotely elicit the controlled release
of NO from our composite hydrogels, we hypothesized that FUS
could be used with our injectable hydrogel system to remotely elicit
exogenous NO release with high spatial and temporal control.
Modulating exogenous NO dosages from the hydrogels could aid
in regulating matrix synthesis/degradation and antimicrobial
defense during the reestablishment of tissue structure and
function in addition to the composite’s passive functions of
providing a provisional microenvironment for native or
exogenous cells to adhere, infiltrate, and remodel (Figure 1). This
interdisciplinary approach to tendon repair aims to bridge the gap
between the development of regenerative biomaterials and their
clinical applications for targeted drug delivery with the use of FUS.

To evaluate the potential of FUS to elicit thermally and/or
mechanically induced NO release from SNAP-fibrin µ-particles
incorporated in PEG-fibrinogen hydrogels, first a FUS system was
fabricated with a 3.5 MHz transducer, a custom-built positioning
system, and 3D printed ultrasonically conductive sample holders.
Next, a simulation was conducted to characterize and map the
acoustic pressure near the focal region of the FUS transducer under
a range of exposure parameters. Thermocouples were then utilized to
quantify the thermal effects of different FUS treatment parameters
(i.e., duty cycle, duration, and driving voltage) on composite hydrogels.
A nitric oxide analyzer was then used with the FUS system to evaluate
the real-time release of NO from composite hydrogels in response to
FUS stimulus. Finally, the mechanical properties of hydrogels treated
with FUS were determined with compression and rheometric testing to
assess for FUS mediated damage.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 SNAP-fibrin and fibrin µ-particle
synthesis

Previously published work highlights the synthesis and
characterization (e.g., particle size, composition analysis, etc.) of
SNAP-fibrin µ-particles in detail (VanWagner et al., 2013; Joseph
et al., 2019). Briefly, particles were generated via inverse emulsions
in olive oil with an overhead stirrer (Fisher Scientific D25; Waltham,
MA) and a Teflon impeller (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). For
SNAP-fibrin µ-particles, SNAP crystals were first produced by
sonicating N-acetyl-D-penicillamine (NAP; Sigma Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO) (100 mg) in methanol. Once dissolved, hydrochloric
acid (15 mL), sulfuric acid (500 μL), and sodium nitrite (724.5 mg)
was added to this solution. After the solution reacted for 1 h,
methanol was removed by rotary evaporation. SNAP crystals
were cooled and then isolated by vacuum filtration. To synthesize
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SNAP-fibrin µ-particles, SNAP crystals (20 mg) were dissolved in
phosphate buffered saline (PBS; 1.8 mL) with sodium hydroxide and
hydrochloric acid. After fibrinogen (200 mg) was dissolved in the
solution, it was added dropwise to the inverse emulsion. To crosslink
the droplets, thrombin (50 units) and calcium chloride (3 mg)
dissolved in PBS (0.5 mL), was added to the flask. Particles were
isolated via vacuum filtration, rinsed with chilled acetone, vacuum
dried for 1 h, and stored at 4°C for later use. Fibrin only µ-particles
were generated similarly but without the addition of the SNAP
crystals.

2.2 Composite hydrogel synthesis

For all experiments involving the synthesis of composite PEG-
fibrinogen hydrogels, protocols outlined in previously published
work focused on composite hydrogel formulation and
characterization (e.g., hydrogel composition analysis and
mechanical property testing) were followed (Joseph et al., 2019).
Briefly, four-arm polyethylene glycol succinimidyl glutarate
(JenKem, Plano, TX) (67 mg/mL) was dissolved in PBS (pH 7.4)
with fibrin µ-particles, SNAP-fibrin µ-particles, or no addition of

µ-particles. To polymerize PEG-fibrinogen gels, equal volumes of
fibrinogen from bovine plasma (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO)
(134 mg/mL) dissolved in PBS and PEG-NHS solution were
mixed and allowed to fully cure for 30 min at room temperature.

2.3 FUS system experimental set-up

For FUS studies, a 3.5 MHz transducer (SU-107; Sonic Concepts,
Bothell, WA) with a f-number of 8.8 was driven by a function generator
(ValueTronics, Elgin, IL) and radiofrequency power amplifier (240L;
Electronics & Innovation, Ltd., Rochester, NY) were utilized to treat
samples submerged in a tank of degassed water (Figure 2). Custom
water-tight sample holders designed with wells 12.5 mm in diameter
and 8 mm in depth (Inventor Professional 2019; Autodesk, San Rafael,
CA) were 3D printed (Form3 Basic 3D printer; Formlabs, Somerville,
MA) with an ultrasonically conductive resin (Elastic Resin, Formlabs).
Wells contained 800 µL of formulated hydrogel and remaining well
volume was filled with water. Targeting of samples was achieved using a
custom 3D positioning system driven with a MATLAB program. The
temperature of samples treated with FUS were monitored with Type T
needle thermocouples (Physitemp Instruments, Clifton, NJ) and data

FIGURE 1
Graphic showing the intended use of FUS to remotely modulate the release of NO from composite hydrogels to aid in tendon repair via controlled
temperature (T) and pressure (P) stimulus (A). The spatial and temporal controlled release of NO could enable the modulation of matrix regulating
enzymes and the minimization of bacterial infections while the composite hydrogel could provide a physical microenvironment to support cell adhesion
and migration (B).
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FIGURE 2
Schematic showing experimental set-up of FUS system. The transducer was driven by a function generator and radio frequency (RF) power amplifier.
Driving signals were monitored with an oscilloscope and a 3D positioning system was used to align the FUS transducer focal region in sample holders.
Thermocouples were utilized to monitor sample temperature while a nitric oxide analyzer was used to record NO release.

FIGURE 3
2D axisymmetric geometry used to model FUS treatment of the hydrogel in a water bath.
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logger (Omega Engineering, Norwalk, CT). A Sievers 280i nitric oxide
analyzer (NOA; Boulder, CO) was used to measure real-time NO
release.

2.4 Finite element analysis acoustics
simulations

To simulate acoustic propagation in hydrogels treated with FUS,
a geometry was first modeled and meshed, whereafter appropriate
material assignment and boundary conditions were applied to the
model as described below. Methods from COMSOL Multiphysics
tutorials on simulations of FUS treatment of tissue phantoms were
utilized in this study (Focused Ultrasound Induced Heating in
Tissue Phantom, 1265). FUS stimulation of the hydrogel in a
water bath was simulated with acoustics functions in COMSOL
Multiphysics software (Version 5.4; COMSOL Incorporated,
Stockholm, Sweden). The two-dimensional axisymmetric
geometry of a focused ultrasound transducer with a 0.46 mm ×
3.5 mm ellipse focal region consistent with the transducer
manufacturer’s specifications (SU-107; Sonic Concepts) and a
composite hydrogel in a water bath were generated in COMSOL
(Figure 3). Boundary layers were assigned near the geometric edges
of the model to establish boundary conditions that attenuated
pressure waves to prevent acoustic reflections from interfering
with the simulations.

The acoustic, thermal, and mechanical properties of water and a
PEG-based hydrogel were tabulated and assigned to appropriate regions
in the geometry (Table 1). The exact acoustic and thermal properties of
the composite hydrogel in this study were not experimentally measured
but assumed to be similar to PEG-based hydrogels in the literature (Rice
et al., 2009; Cabaleiro et al., 2020).

The acoustic simulation performed in this study utilized free
triangular shaped elements. Element size for the simulations was
finer near the focal region of the geometry to resolve the wavelength
of the 3.5 MHz acoustic pressure waveforms. Specifically, the mesh
element size in the focal region was 4.3 × 10−5 mm and 8.5 ×
10−5 mm in the rest of the geometry. The stationary acoustic
pressure field created by the transducer was modeled in the
frequency domain by solving the homogeneous Helmholtz
equation (1) (Focused Ultrasound Induced Heating in Tissue
Phantom, 1265):
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Where r and z are cylindrical coordinates of the geometry, p is
acoustic pressure, w is angular frequency, rc is the density of the
material and cc is speed of sound through the material.

2.5 Acoustic pressure measurements

The acoustic output at the focal region of the 3.5 MHz FUS
transducer was measured using a rod hydrophone (HNR-500; Onda
Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA) over a range of various driving
voltages (1–20 V) with a pulse repetition frequency of 50 Hz.
Pressure waveforms and driving voltage measurements were
recorded for FUS pulses applied with 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20 cycles
using an oscilloscope and graphed with MATLAB.

2.6 FUS heating of hydrogels

The focal point of the transducer was located with a custom
stereotactic device and placed directly in the center of each well in
the sample holder for targeting with the positioning system.
Sample holders containing PEG-fibrinogen (PF), PEG-
fibrinogen with 4.8 mg of fibrin microparticles (F), and PEG-
fibrinogen with 4.8 mg of SNAP-fibrin microparticles (SF)
hydrogel formulations were treated with continuous wave FUS
using the 3.5 MHz transducer. The driving voltage of the system
was varied to heat and maintain the desired temperature within
the hydrogels. Specifically, continuous sinusoidal waveforms
with peak acoustic pressures of ±5.8 MPa and +3 MPa were
utilized to warm and maintain the hydrogel at 42°C.
Thermocouples were used to monitor the temperature of
hydrogels throughout the duration of each FUS treatment.

2.7 Thermal nitric oxide release
quantification

The release of nitric oxide from PEG-fibrinogen hydrogels
containing 2.4, 4.8, and 8.1 mg of SNAP-fibrin microparticles
(SF) in response to FUS treatment was directly determined in
real-time with a nitric oxide analyzer. NO release curves were
analyzed with a custom MATLAB program as described in prior
studies (He and Frost, 2016a; He and Frost, 2016b).

2.8 Mechanical characterization of FUS
treated hydrogels

To evaluate hydrogel stiffness with and without FUS heating
treatment, a custom-built micro-indentation device consisting
of a 10 g load cell (Transducer Techniques), high resolution
miniature linear stage stepper motor (MFA-PPD, Newport),
and an indenter (ALS-06, Transducer Techniquesand) was
utilized (Narkar et al., 2019). Stiffness was quantified as the
average slope of indenter contact area (mm2) versus
compressive force (N) near the measurement of maximum
compressive force.

Rheometric characterization was performed on hydrogels
containing 4.8 mg of SNAP-fibrin particles with and without FUS
heating treatment to quantify viscoelastic behavior. A rheometer
(TA Instruments; Newcastle, DE) with a parallel plate diameter of
20 mmwas used to carry out frequency sweep experiments (between
0.1 and 40 Hz) to determine storage modulus (G′) and loss modulus

TABLE 1 Acoustic, thermal, and mechanical properties of water and a PEG-
based hydrogel.

Material Water Hydrogel

Density (kg/m3) 1,000 1,010

Speed of Sound (m/s) 1,483 1,520

Attenuation (Np/m/MHz) 0.025 0.4
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(G″). Samples were evaluated at 10% strain in compression and 1%
strain in shear.

2.9 Statistical analyses

All statistical analyses were made using Tukey’s HSD tests with
JMP software (Cary, NC) where p-values less than 0.05 (p < 0.05)
were considered significant. Error bars represent standard deviation.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 FUS transducer acoustics
characterization

Simulation results for the acoustic pressure field generated by
the FUS transducer in the hydrogel showed that ±15 MPa of
pressure (30 MPa peak-to-peak) was generated in the focal region
with negligible pressure change in the surrounding water bath

FIGURE 4
FEA simulation of 2D acoustic pressure field (Pa) showing the stationary acoustic pressure generated in the FUS focal region encompassed by the
composite hydrogel (A). Representative pressure waveform measured at the focus of the FUS transducer when driven at 20 cycles per burst (B). Linear
scans of the pressure in the focal region in axial, transvers, and elevational directions (C–E).
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(Figure 4A). As expected, peak positive and negative pressures were
observed near the 35 mm x-coordinate which is the target focal
length of the transducer. The exact location of the peak pressures
observed in the simulation appear to be slightly less than 35 mm (off
by about 0.1 mm) due to the minor refractive effects of the hydrogel
on the generated acoustic waves. However, the acoustic simulation
did not account for the presence of microparticles or any effects of
varying concentration of microparticles on acoustic attenuation of
the composite hydrogels. Existing literature suggests that
microparticle presence and increasing concentrations in the
composite hydrogel would increase acoustic attenuation (Drakos
et al., 2021). Another limitation of the acoustic simulation when
compared to experimental FUS treatments of the hydrogels was the
absence of the potential effects of the hydrogel sample well holders
on acoustic attenuation. Experimental pressure waveforms
produced by the FUS transducer in water were recorded when
driven at 20 cycles per burst (Figure 4B). Linear pressure scans
were performed to map the ellipsoid focal region of the transducer
(Figures 4C–E). Results indicated that the −6 dB focal region
measured 4.0 mm in the axial direction and 0.5 mm in the
transverse and elevational directions which was consistent with
manufacturer specifications.

3.2 FUS heating of hydrogels

Continuous FUS stimulation was used to controllably heat
composite hydrogels to 42°C and maintain the hydrogels at 42°C
for 3 min whereafter FUS stimulus was removed and hydrogels were
allowed to cool for 8 min (Figure 5A). Pressures of
approximately ±5.8 MPa and ±3 MPa were generated during the
hydrogel heating and maintenance periods, respectively, with the
time required to warm the hydrogels to 42°C taking about 50 s. The
spatial peak-temporal average intensities during hydrogel heating
and maintenance periods were 1,100 W/cm2 and 300 W/cm2. A
maintenance temperature of 42°C was utilized during FUS heating
because 42°C is near the upper limit of therapeutic heating windows
where thermal damage to surround tissues could be avoided during
in vivo applications (Rao et al., 2010; Schildkopf et al., 2010;
Behrouzkia et al., 2016). Minimal deviation from 42°C was
observed during the FUS heating maintenance period,
demonstrating that FUS stimulation provided a highly controlled
means of non-invasively and continuously heating a targeted region
within the hydrogel. The heating and cooling behavior of the
hydrogels was fitted with exponential functions (3–4).
Specifically, the warming curve was approximated with:

FIGURE 5
Temperature of the composite hydrogel during FUS warming (±5.8 MPa) to about 42°C, FUS treatment to maintain (±3 MPa) 42°C for 3 min, and
cooling with FUS system turned off (0 MPa) (A). FUS heating of composite hydrogel over three trials showing the repeatability of the treatment
scheme (B).
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T � −0.15.2t + 22.10.9t (2)
Where T is temperature in degrees Celsius and t is time in

minutes (R2 = 0.9969). The cooling curve was approximated
with:

T � 13.5−0.5t + 26.5−0.01t (3)
Where T is temperature in degrees Celsius and t is time in

minutes (R2 = 0.9997).
The repeatability of hydrogel heating was evaluated by running

the FUS treatment regime over three different trials. Results showed
minimal variation in hydrogel heating and cooling curves among
trials indicating tight temporal and heating magnitude control with
the FUS transducer (Figure 5B).

The conduction of heat through the hydrogel with applied FUS
treatment was measured by inserting thermocouples in the center,
middle (~3 mm from center), and edge (~6 mm from center) of the
hydrogel (Figure 6A). As expected, hydrogel heating was greatest in the
center of the hydrogel (42°C) near the focal region of the transducer and
decreased whenmoving towards the edge of the hydrogel (27°C) further
away from the focus of the transducer (Figure 6B).

The conduction of heat among hydrogels in the custom sample
holders with applied FUS treatment was measured by inserting
thermocouples in hydrogels located in adjacent wells surrounding a
targeted FUS heated well (Figure 7A). Results indicated that adjacent
hydrogels experienced minimal heating (≤1°C) throughout the
duration of FUS treatment which showed tight spatial control of
FUS heating (Figure 7B).

FIGURE 6
Image showing the location of thermocouples placed in the hydrogel to study thermal conduction of FUS treatment throughout the hydrogel
volume (A). FUS heating of composite hydrogel showed that heating was greater in the center of the hydrogel (nearest to the focal region of the
transducer) when compared to the middle and edge of the hydrogel (further from the focal region of the transducer) (B).

FIGURE 7
Graphic showing naming convention and location of hydrogels in sample holder wells with hydrogel A being targeted with FUS controlled heating
(A). During FUS targeted heating of sample Aminimal heating of hydrogels in other sample holder wells (≤1°C) was observed showing tight spatial control
of FUS heating (B).
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The temporal control of FUS heating in hydrogels was evaluated
by varying the duration of FUS treatment temperature maintenance
periods for 1, 3, and 5 min (Figure 8A). Additionally, the ability to
modulate the magnitude of FUS treatment was also tested by setting
the transducer to maintenance temperatures at 32°C, 37°C, and 42°C
(Figure 8B). Results from temperature duration and amplitude
studies indicated that FUS heating of hydrogels could be
modulated with tight temporal and magnitude control.

The rate of FUS controlled heating of hydrogels was also varied
by altering the duty cycle of the transducer driving voltage signal (50,
70, and 100%) (Figure 9). As expected, when using relatively smaller
duty cycles, the amount of time it took to reach 40°C was longer
when compared to relatively higher duty cycles. More specifically, a
50% duty cycle took just under 3 min to warm a hydrogel to 40°C
whereas a 70% and 100% duty cycle took roughly 1.5 min and 1 min
respectively demonstrating control over the rate of hydrogel heating.

Different hydrogel compositions consisting of PEG-fibrinogen
(PF), PEG-fibrinogen with fibrin microparticles (F), and PEG-
fibrinogen with SNAP-fibrin microparticles (SF) hydrogels were
heated to ~40°C (Figure 10). No differences in heating or cooling
behavior among hydrogel formulations were observed, however

“shoulders” on the maintain phase of the heating profile were
noted, but this behavior may be a result of manually changing
pulsing parameters on the driving instrumentation during the
transition between FUS heating and maintenance treatments.

3.3 Controlled NO release from hydrogels
with FUS

The real-time release of NO from hydrogels containing
SNAP-fibrin particles in response to FUS treatment was
evaluated with a nitric oxide analyzer. Hydrogels containing
4.8 mg of SNAP-fibrin particles were allowed to equilibrate for
30 min and then heated with FUS at 40°C for 5 min twice with a
45-min gap between treatments (Figure 11). NO release from
FUS stimulated hydrogels showed instantaneous increases in NO
with applied FUS heating. NO release continued to stay elevated
until the hydrogels cooled back to baseline temperatures after
about 10–15 min. Over the duration of the recording, overall NO
release steadily increased which is consistent with baseline NO
release curves from non-stimulated hydrogels. The rate of NO

FIGURE 8
Graphs showing how the duration (1, 3, and 5 min of 42°C FUS maintenance) (A) and magnitude (32°C, 37°C, and 42°C) (B) of FUS heating treatment
of the composite hydrogels could be tightly controlled.
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release was 0.18–0.21 PPB/minute during FUS induced warming
of the hydrogels which was greater than the ~0.01 PPB/minute
baseline NO release rate in the absence of FUS stimulus.
Cumulative NO release over the 2-h recording with FUS
treatments (2.30 × 10−9 mol NO) was higher when compared
to non-stimulated hydrogels (1.41 × 10−9 mol NO). The
difference in NO cumulative release between treated and
untreated hydrogels was notable considering FUS stimulus was
provided for only 8% of the duration of the recording. The
thermal release of NO occurs via cleavage of the covalent S−N
bond in SNAP within the microparticles of the composite
hydrogel (VanWagner et al., 2013; Joseph et al., 2019). Non-

thermal release of NO occurs from a number of different factors
including mechanical, pH, and light stimuli (VanWagner et al.,
2013; Joseph et al., 2019).

To assess the temporal control of FUS-mediated NO release,
hydrogels were treated with 40°C and 60°C heating and cooling
cycles. Spikes in NO release were achieved by stimulating the
hydrogel to 40°C and allowing it cool for a total of 4 times
(Figure 12A). Results showing distinct peaks in NO release
indicated tight temporal control over NO presentation with
FUS stimulation with peaks in NO release between about
1.4 and 1.6 PPB. Increasing the magnitude of heating to 60°C
with FUS and allowing the hydrogel cool for a total of 4 times

FIGURE 9
The rate of FUS controlled heating of hydrogels to 40°C was altered by setting the duty cycle of the driving signal to 50, 70, and 100% with the
amplitude set constant at ±5.8 MPa.

FIGURE 10
FUS heating of PEG-fibrinogen (PF), PEG-fibrinogen with fibrin microparticles (F), and PEG-fibrinogen with SNAP-fibrin microparticles (SF) hydrogel
formulations showed no differences in heating character.
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increased the amount and duration of NO peak release
(12–13 PPB) during each heating and cooling cycle
(Figure 12B). Therefore, altering the magnitude of FUS
heating also provides a means of controlling the amount of

NO release from hydrogels. Average NO release rates during
FUS induced hydrogel warming cycles to 40°C and 60°C were
0.663 ± 0.110 PPB/min and 1.513 ± 0.430 PPB/min respectively
(Figure 12C). Both of these FUS induced release rates were

FIGURE 11
Instantaneous NO release from 4.8 mg SF hydrogels with no FUS stimulus and two 40°C FUS heating treatments where hydrogel warming was
achieved with a peak acoustic pressure of 5.8 MPa and maintenance at 40°C for 5 min was obtained with a peak acoustic pressure of 3 MPa.

FIGURE 12
Instantaneous NO release from 4.8 mg SF hydrogels with cycles of 40°C (A) and 60°C (B) FUS heating treatments where hydrogel warming was
achieved with a peak acoustic pressure of ±5.8 MPa. Average NO release rate with no FUS treatment and during hydrogel warming cycles to 40°C and
60°Cwith FUS (n = 4) (*p < 0.05) (C). Percent NO release during hydrogel warming cycles to 40°C and 60°C compared to baseline NO release (n = 4) (*p <
0.05) (D).
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significantly greater than average baseline release of 0.013 ±
0.005 PPB/min. The percent of NO release during hydrogel
warming cycles to 40°C and 60°C with FUS were 113% ± 4%
and 125% ± 7% of NO baseline release amounts respectively,
further demonstrating that FUS thermal stimulus magnitude can
controllably elicit NO release from the composite hydrogels
(Figure 12D).

To further demonstrate temporal control over NO release with
FUS, the duration of FUS heating at 40°C treatment was varied from
5–11 min with 12-min cooling intervals. Results indicated that as the
period of heating was increased, heightened NO release was
sustained for longer intervals closely matching the duration of
40°C heating (Figure 13). The exact biological relevance of the

NO levels elicited from the composite hydrogels for tendon
repair applications warrants further study. However, previous
literature reports that endogenous presentation and exogenous
delivery of NO plays a vital role in collagen synthesis and
extracellular matrix regulation in healing tendons (Lin et al.,
2001a; Lin et al., 2001b; Murrell, 2007; Murrell et al., 2008;
Bokhari and Murrell, 2012).

To evaluate the potential contribution of FUS pressure stimulus
to elicit NO release during thermal treatment, pulse width
modulation was utilized to isolate temperature (40°C) and
pressure (±3 MPa) stimulus. The duty cycle of the FUS driving
signal was set to 10% and the duration of treatment was adjusted
from 5 to 9.5 min to deliver the same effective pressure dosing

FIGURE 13
Real-time NO release from SF hydrogels with 5–11 min of FUS heating at 40°C and 12-min cooling intervals showing tight temporal control over
remote NO delivery. Hydrogel warming was achieved with a peak acoustic pressure of ±5.8 MPa and maintenance at 40°C was obtained with a peak
acoustic pressure of ±3 MPa.

FIGURE 14
NO release from 4.8 mg SNAP-fibrin particles in composite hydrogels treated with FUS pressure stimulus (±3 MPa) at a 10% duty cycle for 9.5 min.
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(i.e., equivalent FUS pulses) associated with a 100% duty cycle.
Composite hydrogels containing 4.8 mg of SNAP-fibrin particles
were treated with FUS mechanical stimulus did not show any
distinct spikes in NO release, only a gradual increase in NO
amount associated with baseline delivery from the hydrogel while
a minimal temperature rise (<1°C) over the duration of the
treatment was observed (Figure 14). This suggests that FUS
thermal stimulus was the major contributor to NO release from
hydrogels in this study when compared to the pressures generated
during treatment regimens. Future pressure studies will further
evaluate the effects of higher FUS generated pressures on NO
release from hydrogels.

3.4 Mechanical properties of FUS treated
hydrogels

To quantify potential thermal or mechanical damage to
hydrogels with FUS treatment, indentation and rheology tests

were utilized in the evaluation of bulk hydrogel properties.
Composite hydrogels containing 4.8 mg of SNAP-fibrin particles
were subject to 0, 1, or 3 exposures of FUS controlled 40°C heating
for 5 min. Cavitation was not monitored for during FUS treatment
of the hydrogels, but the acoustic parameters used in this study were
not known to cause inertial cavitation and no visual differences in
FUS treated versus untreated hydrogels were observed. Indentation
results indicated that there were no significant differences in
hydrogel stiffness among samples treated with 0, 1, and
3 exposures of 40°C FUS treatment for 5 min (Figure 15A).
Additionally, rheometric characterization further showed that
there were no differences in the storage and loss modulus of
hydrogels treated with 0, 1, 3, or 5 exposures of FUS controlled
40°C heating for 5 min (Figure 15B). This suggests that FUS did not
cause bulk physical damage to the hydrogels for the treatment
parameters utilized in this work. Increasing the temperature,
pressure, or duration of FUS stimulus may elicit quantifiable
damage to hydrogels in future studies. Since only a small,
localized volume of hydrogel was treated by FUS, future studies

FIGURE 15
Indentation testing showed no significant differences in hydrogel stiffness among samples treated with 0, 1, and 3 exposures of 40°C FUS treatment
for 5 min (n = 3) (p < 0.05) (A). Representative rheometry results showed that there were no differences in storage and loss modulus measurements
among samples treated with 0, 1, and 3 exposures of 40°C FUS treatment for 5 min (B).
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with volumetric FUS scans of the hydrogels will be completed to
further explore the effects of FUS treatment on bulk hydrogel
properties.

4 Conclusion

Reactive oxygen species, such as NO, have multiple roles in
normal wound healing processes including cell signaling and
recruitment (i.e., modulation of phagocyte activation, cell
proliferation and apoptosis), regulation of vasculature tone
(i.e., vasoconstriction, vasodilation, and promotion of
angiogenesis), involvement in innate immunity (i.e., inherent
bacteriostatic and bactericidal effects), and the mediation of
tissue repair (i.e., transcriptional and post-transcriptional
regulation of ECM remodeling enzymes) (Patel et al., 1999; Fang,
2004). This study evaluated the ability of FUS to remotely control the
delivery of exogenous NO from injectable composite hydrogels
via thermal and mechanical stimulus. Results showed that FUS
can controllably heat composite hydrogels to various
temperatures over different durations. FEA acoustic
simulations also provided visualization of the FUS targeting
in the hydrogel. The ability of FUS to modulate the release of
NO from SNAP-fibrin µ-particles incorporated in composite
hydrogels was verified over various durations and magnitudes of
heating. Additionally, pulse width modulation studies suggested
that FUS elicits NO release with a dominantly thermal effect.
Information gathered in this study will be used towards an
ultimate goal of providing a therapeutic approach in
accelerating tendon repair through the NO-modulated
regulation of ECM synthesis and degradation and prevention
of infection by microbial pathogens.

Future work includes determining if FUS can be used to
remotely activate and/or inhibit the mechanisms involved in the
balance of ECM synthesis and degradation during wound healing
via the controlled release of NO in vitro. Additionally, other
therapeutic molecules and/or donors could be incorporated into
fibrin µ-particles to induce the release of various reactive oxygen
species (i.e., H2O2), growth factors, cytokines, etc. The effects of a
FUS system on NO release from composite hydrogels with in vivo
models will also be evaluated as a potential for ablate and replace
therapies in clinical settings.
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